
Per fectT ilt™ G4

A r t  o f  C o n v e n i e n c e

THE GOLD STANDARD  IN MOTORIZAT ION



If one word could describe our inspiration for PerfectTilt™ G4, it would be “convenience”:  

Convenience beyond operating shutters by remote control or phone.  Anyone can do that. 

It’s also about saving people time, simplifying processes, and making it easy for them –  

including children - to improve their lives, while doing what’s right for the environment.  

Creating this convenience is what we build into every PerfectTilt™ shutter. And why we call it  

the Gold Standard In Motorization.

Control a single shutter, a room of shutters, or every shutter in the house by remote or phone. 

The included remote with SmartDial™ technology is sleek and family friendly, featuring a  

minimalist interface, backlit display, and our exclusive rotating dial adjustment system for  

quick and simple adjustments. 

CONVENIENCE OF CONTROL
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Featuring adjustment options that save you daily time and effort. Open all your shutters in the  

morning and close them in the evening with just a few   taps. Create “Room Scenes” to instantly 

achieve optimal light and privacy based on your lifestyle – whether it’s “Nap Time,” “Movie Time”, 

or “Meal Time”. Or completely automate adjustments with the help of preset and custom schedules,  

or sync them to the sunrise and sunset for maximum natural light and energy efficiency.

CONVENIENCE OF TIME
Traditional motorized shutters will break if adjusted by hand without first switching each  

panel to “manual” mode.  Our safety technology eliminates that need, allowing choice of  

manual or motorized adjustment without having to release or switch any gears. A great  

solution for kids or anyone with a knack for breaking things.

CONVENIENCE OF CHOICE
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Obstructions are a main reason motorized shutters fail. Most motorized shutters don’t know 

to stop if they are obstructed by an object or even worse, a hand. The exclusive Auto-Brake  

feature will automatically stop PerfectTilt™ in the event of an obstruction, and helps prevent a 

hefty repair bill or more importantly, injury.

CONVENIENCE OF RELIABILITY
Each shutter includes a moisture-resistant motor module powered by rechargeable 

lithium-ion batteries. A solar panel is integrated into each shutter, enabling powered 

adjustment sometimes for years on a single charge. There’s no need for hardwiring, 

and charging is made simple via a micro USB port. A great solution for all window 

types and locations.

CONVENIENCE OF MAINTENANCE
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PerfecTilt™’s Security Mode makes it appear someone is home by automatically opening and 

closing your louvers throughout the day. It’s a stylish and practical way to give you extra security, 

peace of mind and of course, convenience. 

CONVENIENCE OF SECURITY

•  iPhone and iPad controllable with the optional hub 

•  Quick response to tilt commands

•  The advanced SmartDial™ remote features 8 pre-programmed and 
 over 30 micro adjustable louver positions.

•  Louvers can be tilted by hand, remote or app (via hub) without the need for 
 flipping switches or the risk of damage due to incorrect switch settings

•  Long-lasting rechargeable Lithium-ion batteries last up to 1-year on a 
 single charge via a USB port

•  High efficiency solar panels included for extending battery charge

•  Moisture resistant module units

•  Built-in jam protection for child and pet safety

FEATURES
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www.unitedsupplyco.com
1-800-334-1207




